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Introduction
This guidance equips those responsible for appointing 
chief officers with the skills and knowledge to deliver 
an appointment process based on merit, fairness and 
openness and confidently appoint the right candidate 
to the vacant position.

The guidance describes the principles, processes 
and responsibilities required for appointing chief 
constables (CCs), deputy chief constables (DCCs) and 
assistant chief constables (ACCs). It also describes 
the requirements for appointing the commissioner, 
deputy commissioner (DC), assistant commissioners 
(ACs), deputy assistant commissioners (DACs) and 
commanders in the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). 

Appointing the commissioner and AC of the City 
of London Police continues to be governed by the 
City of London Police Act 1839. The requirements 
to have successfully passed the Senior Police 
National Assessment Centre (SPNAC) and 
the Strategic Command Course (SCC) and the 
principles highlighted in this guidance still apply, 
however. 

This guidance can be used:

 ¡ by police and crime commissioners (PCCs) and CCs 
to follow, while recognising that ultimately they 
have responsibility for managing their appointment 
processes in accordance with the law

 ¡ to provide advice and guidance to PCCs and CCs on 
how to design and deliver an appointment process 
based on the principles of merit, fairness and 
openness that would withstand scrutiny

 ¡ to provide guidance on how to confirm the 
appointment and what post-appointment activities 
they may wish to undertake

 ¡ to advise PCCs and CCs when to seek additional 
advice from legal or HR professionals as required.

All those employed by the police, including police 
staff and those from non-Home Office forces, should 
follow the guiding principles outlined in this document. 
While these principles may not directly apply to non-
Home Office forces, they may be a helpful guide where 
appropriate.

The guidance is a non-prescriptive reference for those 
making chief officer appointments. PCCs and CCs 
should review this document to identify their specific 
roles and responsibilities, as well as the essential 

stages involved in designing and delivering an 
appointments process.

This guidance has been developed and will be 
maintained by the College of Policing.  

For all the reports, publications and frameworks 
referred to in this guidance, see: 

 ¡ Code of Ethics  

 ¡ Competency and Values Framework (CVF)   

 ¡ Leadership Review   

 ¡ Chief Officer Appointments Survey –  
Results and Analysis Report

 ¡ Chief Officer Appointments Survey –  
Executive Summary

 ¡ Policing and Educational 
Qualifications Framework.   

Home Office circulars:

 ¡ HO Circular 013/2018

 ¡ HO Circular 004/2017

https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Ethics-home/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/competency-and-values-framework/Pages/Competency-and-Values-framework.aspx
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/Promotion/the-leadership-review/Pages/The-Leadership-Review.aspx
http://www.college.police.uk/News/College-news/Documents/Chief%20Officer%20Appointments%20surveys%20results%20and%20analysis.pdf#search=chief%20officer%20appointments
http://www.college.police.uk/News/College-news/Documents/Chief%20Officer%20Appointments%20surveys%20results%20and%20analysis.pdf#search=chief%20officer%20appointments
http://www.college.police.uk/News/College-news/Documents/Chief%20Officer%20Appointments%20Surveys%20-%20Executive%20Summary.pdf#search=chief%20officer%20appointments
http://www.college.police.uk/News/College-news/Documents/Chief%20Officer%20Appointments%20Surveys%20-%20Executive%20Summary.pdf#search=chief%20officer%20appointments
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Learning/Policing-Education-Qualifications-Framework/Pages/Policing-Education-Qualifications-Framework.aspx
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Learning/Policing-Education-Qualifications-Framework/Pages/Policing-Education-Qualifications-Framework.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0042017-police-senior-appointments-alcohol-testing-allowances
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1. Legal

This section outlines the eligibility for promotion to a chief officer 
rank in a UK police force, as well as the legal requirements a PCC/
CC must adhere to during the appointment process. There is 
additional legislation that PCCs need to be aware of in terms of 
confirming the appointment of their preferred candidate, outlined 
in The appointment section of this guidance.
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1.1. Eligibility 

The table on the following page outlines the eligibility 
requirements for promotion to chief officer, including CC rank, for 
all potential applicants in a UK police force. The specific legislation 
behind each requirement has been noted, should the reader wish 
to review this further. 
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Rank
UK or 
overseas 
applicants

Eligibility requirements Legislation Dated

All 
applicants

All applicants must have successfully completed the 
Senior PNAC and the SCC

Police Scotland 
(i) To be eligible for appointment to the office of DCC in 
Police Scotland, an applicant must have held the rank of 
ACC or above in a relevant police force for for at least two 
years
(ii) To be eligible for appointment to the office of ACC in 
Police Scotland, an applicant must have held the rank of 
superintendent or above in a relevant police force for at 
least two years

Police Regulations 2003 (SI 2003/537)
Regulation 11 (Annex B – Appointment of Senior Officers)

Police Service of Northern Ireland 
Police Service of Northern Ireland Regulations 2005
Regulation 11

Police Scotland
Police Service of Scotland Regulations 2013
Regulation 7, Annex 2

HO Circular 013/2018

HO Circular 004/2017

4 January 
2017

Overseas Overseas applicants must meet the immigration 
requirements to live and work in the UK

Tier 2 immigration law
It is the employer’s responsibility to show that the vacancy 
cannot be filled by a suitably qualified or skilled settled worker

UK Applicants must have served at the rank of constable in a 
UK police force

For chief constables
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the 2011 Act)
Section 38 of and Schedule 8 to the 2011 Act, paragraph 2(1A)
(a)

For commissioner
The 2011 Act
Section 42 (3A) to (3C), the eligibility criteria replicates those for 
CCs in paragraph 2 of Schedule 8 to the 2011 Act
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https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2003/527/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisr/2005/547/made
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0041/00411193.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0042017-police-senior-appointments-alcohol-testing-allowances
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/38/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
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Rank
UK or 
overseas 
applicants

Eligibility requirements Legislation Dated
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UK Applicants must have held the rank of ACC, commander, 
or a more senior rank in a UK police force

Police Scotland and the Police Service of Northern 
Ireland
To be eligible to be appointed to the office of CC, an 
applicant must have held the rank of ACC in a relevant 
police force for at least two years

Police Regulations 2003 (SI 2003/527)
Regulation 11 (Annex B), (1A)

Police Service of Northern Ireland 
Police Service of Northern Ireland Regulations 2005
Regulation 11 (Annex A)

Police Scotland
Police Service of Scotland Regulations 2013
Regulation 7, Annex 2

HO Circular 013/2018

HO Circular 004/2017

4 January 
2017

Overseas Applicants must have served in an approved overseas 
police force at an approved rank – a list of the approved 
forces and ranks are listed in appendix A

The 2011 Act
Paragraph 2(1A)(b), (1B) and (1C) of Schedule 8

HO Circular 050/2015

Overseas Overseas applicants must meet the immigration 
requirements to live and work in the UK

Tier 2 immigration law
It is the employer’s responsibility to evidence that the vacancy 
cannot be filled by a suitably qualified or skilled settled worker

Fire and 
rescue 
service 
applicants

In forces where the PCC of the recruiting force has 
adopted the single employer model, those who have held 
a senior position in the fire and rescue service are eligible 
to be appointed to the position of CC 

Exemptions 
The single employer model does not apply to Wales, the 
MPS and the City of London Police

The 2011 Act
(i) Paragraph 2 of Schedule 8 to the 2011 Act 
(ii) Paragraph 2(1AA) of Schedule 8 to the 2011 

Exemptions
Section 4A Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004

Published 
April 
2017

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2003/527/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nisr/2005/547/made
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0041/00411193.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0042017-police-senior-appointments-alcohol-testing-allowances
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2014/2376/pdfs/uksi_20142376_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
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1.2. Conduct

This section aims to provide PCCs and CCs with 
guidance on ensuring that their potential appointee 
has an appropriate record of conduct. When 
appointing a chief officer the PCC/CC should consider 
the applicant’s disciplinary record and be aware of any 
outstanding allegations or ongoing investigations. A 
disciplinary record is a record of incidents where an 
officer has been found to have breached standards of 
professional behaviour. The PCC/CC must review the 
Barred and Advisory list to confirm that their potential 
appointment is eligible for the vacancy (Police and 
Crime Act 2017, section 30). If a potential appointee 
is named on the Barred list, the PCC/CC is prohibited 
from appointing that individual (The Police Barred and 
Police Advisory List Regulations 2017). (Policing and 
Crime Act 2017, section 30). 

An investigation into an applicant’s disciplinary 
record should be reviewed as part of the appointment 
process and carried out with the applicant’s 
consent. This can be achieved through including 
a self-disclosure of any disciplinary matters on 
the application form and by the recruiting force 
contacting an applicant’s CC or the professional 
standards department (PSD). The process by which 
an applicant’s disciplinary record will be reviewed 
should be clearly outlined on the application form.

All parties involved (home, recruiting force and PSD) 
should consider the purpose and relevancy of the 
information to be shared. There should also be an 
explanation either on the application form or pack that 
outlines how information shared will be used, who will 
have sight of this information and how it will be stored. 

It is the responsibility of the PCC/CC to decide whether 
to appoint a candidate with evidence of a disciplinary 
record that is live (a written warning is live for 12 
months and a final written warning for 18 months) or 
concluded and in circumstances where an individual 
is subject to ongoing investigation. They should 
complete a risk-based assessment which considers 
the circumstances of the disciplinary, the potential 
effect on the applicant’s role within the police service 
and the wider impact this appointment may have 
on their force, region and community. The PCC/CC 
should focus on making a balanced and proportionate 
decision which is based on the evidence available. 
Furthermore a Chief Constable should inform the PCC 
if they appoint a chief officer with a disciplinary record 
that is live or concluded. Consideration should be given 
to when, in an appointment process, investigations 
regarding an applicants conduct and disciplinary 
record are undertaken.

A new code for police vetting was given the 
authority of Parliament on Thursday 12 October 
2017 to improve consistency across the Police 
Service.  Further information on the code and the 
accompanying Authorised Professional Practice 
(APP) are available on the College website.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/contents/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2017/3/contents/enacted
https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/professional-standards/vetting/
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1.3. Roles and responsibilities

This section provides a detailed overview of the specific roles 
and responsibilities of a PCC appointing a CC (1.3.1) and a CC/
commissioner appointing an ACC/AC and DCC/DC respectively 
(1.3.2).

There are similarities and repetition between the roles and 
responsibilities for a PCC and CC. As some distinct differences 
occur, however, these have been considered separately for ease  
of access and understanding.

This section refers to a number of stages involved in developing 
an appointment process. An explanation of what these are and 
the why/how they should be undertaken has been considered in 
the Good practice in assessment and selection section of this 
guidance.
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1.3.1. Police and crime commissioners’ roles and responsibilities in 
appointing chief constables

It is for the PCC to decide how they wish to run their 
appointment process.

Outside London
Section 38 of and Schedule 8 to the Police 
Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 (the 
Act) requires the appointment of CCs to be made 
by PCCs subject to a confirmation hearing held 
in accordance with the Police and Crime Panels 
(Precepts and Chief Constable Appointments) 
Regulations 2012. 

London
City of London Police
The appointment of the commissioner of the 
City of London Police is governed by the City of 
London Police Act 1839.

Metropolitan Police Service
In the context of the MPS, the major of London is 
the holder of the Major’s Office for Policing and 
Crime (MOPAC) and although they may delegate 
the day-to-day discharge of their policing and 
crime functions to a deputy mayor for policing 
and crime. The commissioner is appointed by 
Royal Warrant based on the recommendation of 
the secretary of state. The secretary of state is 
required to have regard to any of the MOPAC’s 
recommendations.

The Police and Crime Panel (PCP) is required to review 
the information submitted by the PCC regarding the 
appointment process and the preferred candidate.  
The PCP has the option to veto the first candidate the 
PCC proposes. 

There is a series of processes which the PCC will need 
to consider putting in place. The PCC’s chief executive 
officer holds the position of statutory monitoring 
officer during the appointment process. While they 
may be responsible for putting these processes in 
place, the PCC should maintain oversight and hold 
responsibility for ensuring these are done. These 
processes have been considered in terms of the 
requirements a PCC must undertake and best practice 
processes, eg, what a PCC is advised to consider in 
order to achieve the principles of merit, fairness and 
openness in their selection process.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/38/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
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The table below outlines the PCCs roles and responsibilities in appointing chief constables:

Requirements Good practice

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process is based on the principles of merit, fairness 
and openness and is in accordance with the public sector equality duty (public 
sector equality duty).

 ¡ Convene an appointments panel including at least one independent panel 
member (HO Circular 013/2018).

 ¡ Ensure the vacancy is advertised for no less than three weeks.

 ¡ Review recommendations by the PCP (Police and Crime Panels (Precepts and 
Chief Constable Appointments) Regulations 2012).

 ¡ Confirm the appointment (Police and Crime Panels (Precepts and Chief 
Constable Appointments) Regulations 2012).

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process is undertaken in accordance with relevant 
legislation.

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process adheres to the Equality Act 2010 and the 
Data Protection Act 2018.

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process considers the Code of Ethics and 
organisational competencies and values.  

 ¡ Agree the content of the advert and where this should be placed.

 ¡ Ensure that the vacancy is publicised widely to all potential applicants.

 ¡ Consider the composition of the chief officer team in terms of existing skills and 
experience.

 ¡ Take steps to address any gaps in skills and experience that are identified. For 
further information on this please go to page 39.

 ¡ Ensure those involved in assessing candidates have undertaken appropriate 
training in selection and assessment practices.

 ¡ Direct the appointment panel to this guidance.

 ¡ Develop an application and assessment process which includes a robust 
decision-making model.

 ¡ In collaboration with the appointment panel, assess, shortlist and appoint 
applicants against the agreed assessment criteria. 

 ¡ Confirm that the potential appointee’s conduct is satisfactory.

 ¡ Submit the independent panel member’s report to the PCP and inform them  
of the preferred candidate.

 ¡ Provide feedback to all candidates.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/11/chapter/1
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/11/chapter/1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/pdfs/ukpga_20100015_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/contents/enacted
https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Ethics-home/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
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Appointment panel’s role
The PCC should convene the appointment panel 
before any stage of the appointment process takes 
place (eg, sifting applications). They may consider 
involving panel members in defining role requirements.

It is the PCC’s and panel members’ responsibility 
to confirm, prior to shortlisting that no conflict of 
interest exists between panel members and the 
applicant pool. Panel members should declare 
if a conflict does exist and the PCC will need to 
determine whether it is appropriate for them to 
remain as a member of the appointment panel.

An appointment panel should:

 ¡ consist of three to five panel members from a 
diverse range of backgrounds with experience in 
the assessment and selection of candidates, for 
example: 

 – PCCs from other regions 

 –  senior managers from private sector 
organisations 

 – leaders from the fire and ambulance service 

 – leaders from the local authority  

 ¡ include an independent member – see below for 
more information

 ¡ remain the same throughout the selection process 
to ensure consistency of assessment and approach.

 ¡ be informed of the time commitment involved.

All appointment panel members must adhere to the 
principles of merit, fairness and openness and read this 
guidance to ensure they are familiar with its content 
prior to starting the appointment process. 

The panel’s purpose is to challenge and test that 
the candidate meets the necessary requirements to 
perform the role. It supports the PCC in making the 
appointment by:

 ¡ helping develop the assessment criteria (0.5 to 1 day)

 ¡ undertaking appropriate briefing/assessor training 
(0.5 to 1 day, depending on the experience of the 
panel members chosen)

 ¡ in collaboration with the PCC, shortlisting applicants 
against the agreed appointment criteria (1 day – this 
will depend on the number of applicants)

 ¡ in collaboration with the PCC, assessing all 
shortlisted candidates against the agreed 
appointment criteria (this will depend on what and 
how many selection tools are chosen and if the 
assessment process is delivered across a single or 
multiple days)

 ¡ in collaboration with the PCC, considering which 
candidates most closely meet the appointment 
criteria (0.5 to 1 day, depending on the number of 
candidates assessed).

(The information in brackets outlines the likely time 
commitment of each task.)

The PCC should take steps to ensure the panel 
they select has the necessary skills to make fair 
assessments of candidates and is capable of 
undertaking the responsibilities listed above.
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Independent member’s role
HO Circular 013/2018 states that at least one member 
of the appointment panel should be an independent 
member. It is important that the independent member 
is suitably experienced in selection and assessment 
practices in order so they can determine the extent to 
which the appointment process is conducted in line 
with the principles of merit, fairness and openness.  

The role requires them to:

 ¡ be suitability experienced and competent in 
assessment and selection practices

 ¡ undertake appropriate briefing/assessor training

 ¡ be aware and have an understanding of the needs 
and interests of the recruiting force and local 
community

 ¡ in collaboration with the PCC and other panel 
members, shortlist and assess applicants against 
the agreed appointment criteria and consider which 
candidates most closely meet the appointment criteria

 ¡ produce a written report on the appointment 
process, to be submitted to the PCP at the same 
time as the name of the preferred appointee, 
expressly and explicitly addressing the appointment 
principles of merit, fairness and openness and 
the extent to which the panel was able to fulfil 
its purpose (eg, to challenge and test that the 
candidate meets the necessary requirements to 
perform the role).

The PCC is encouraged to identify an independent 
member who has an understanding of local, national 
and strategic needs and interests, for example: 

 ¡ magistrates 

 ¡ chief executives of local authorities 

 ¡ representatives of community organisations 

 ¡ local business leaders 

 ¡ key stakeholders from existing partnership 
arrangements.  

The independent panel member should not be the 
PCC, a member of the PCC’s staff, a PCP member, 
a member of Parliament or member of European 
Parliament, local councillor, serving or retired police 
officer or member of police staff, civil servant, member 
of the National Assembly for Wales, Northern Ireland 
Assembly or the Scottish Government, HMICFRS staff, 
IOPC commissioner/staff or College of Policing staff.

Although the Home Office circular specifies certain 
roles that are not eligible to be an independent 
member, this does not preclude those in these 
roles being part of the appointments process and/
or the wider appointment panel in other roles. This 
involvement would be at the PCC’s discretion.

When a PCC appoints an independent member, they 
should base their decision on who to appoint on the 
principles of merit, fairness and openness. For instance, 
the PCC should consider the skills/experience required 

and the responsibilities and time commitment 
involved in being an independent member. When an 
independent member is appointed, it is important 
to clearly outline their role and responsibilities 
throughout the selection process, the purpose of 
having an independent member in terms of ensuring 
the appointment is based on the principles of merit, 
fairness and openness and the time commitment 
involved.

There are a number of ways a PCC can identify and 
appoint an independent member:

 ¡ Outline the position on the force website. 

 ¡ Promote the position on public sector job websites, 
local business groups and at networking events.

 ¡ Promote the position with existing partners.

 ¡ Discuss the position at stakeholder meetings/boards.

If there is more than one independent member, they 
should seek to agree a single report for submission to 
the PCP.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
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Policing adviser’s role
There is no requirement for an individual with 
professional policing knowledge to act either as a 
member of the appointments panel or in an advisory 
capacity during any stage of the appointment process. 
Should a PCC choose to include such an individual 
in the process, however, the policing adviser’s role 
is to provide the PCC with professional advice at an 
appropriate level from a policing perspective. 
Responsibilities may include one or more of the 
following in an advisory capacity to be determined by 
the PCC responsible for the appointment process:

 ¡ Provide professional policing advice in developing 
and designing the appointment process, including 
the assessment criteria and selection tools.

 ¡ Provide professional policing advice on how well 
each candidate’s experience and skills fit with the 
policing-specific requirements of the role during 
shortlisting and the appointment process.

 ¡ Play an active role (where required) as part of the 
appointment panel in reviewing the documented 
procedures and related assessment material, 
conducting interviews/assessment exercises 
and making an independent assessment of the 
candidate’s performance against the required criteria.

 ¡ Support the PCC during their decision-making 
process prior to making an appointment.

Role of the chief executive of the Office of 
the PCC
The role of the chief executive is to support the PCC 
in undertaking their responsibilities. In supporting the 
PCC in the appointments process, the chief executive 
should:

 ¡ ensure the principles of merit, fairness and openness 
are adhered to throughout the design and delivery 
of the appointment process

 ¡ advise and assist the PCC throughout the 
appointment process

 ¡ ensure that the appointment process is properly 
conducted and in line with responsibilities and 
requirements outlined in legislation

 ¡ ensure appropriate monitoring of the appointment 
process.

Applicant’s role
The applicant’s role is to comply with the requirements 
of the appointment process. They should:

 ¡ complete and submit an application within the 
published deadlines

 ¡ ensure that all information requested as part of the 
application process is accurate and complete 

 ¡ disclose any record of disciplinary or conduct 
issues, regardless of whether these are ongoing or 
concluded 

 ¡ attend assessment stage(s)

 ¡ if successful, participate in the confirmation hearing 
held by the PCP. 
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Police and Crime Panel’s role
The PCP’s role is to review the information and 
decision submitted by the PCC. The PCP is required to 
adhere to the guidelines set out in the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011. In line with this 
responsibility, it has specific responsibilities within 
the appointment process as set out in Schedule 8 of 
the Act. These responsibilities state that the PCP is 
required to consider recommendations made by the 
PCC in terms of the appointment. The PCP should 
satisfy itself that the process was properly conducted 
and adhered to the principles of merit, fairness and 
openness and that the preferred candidate meets the 
requirements of the role by:

 ¡ considering the report submitted by the 
independent member

 ¡ reviewing the PCC’s proposed appointment

 ¡ holding a public confirmation meeting

 ¡ making a report to the PCC on the proposed 
appointment, including a recommendation as to 
whether or not the candidate should be appointed  

 – the PCP must produce their report within 
three weeks of being notified by the PCC of the 
proposed appointment  

 – the PCP must ensure that the report is made 
available to the public.

The PCP can veto the appointment if agreed by at 
least two thirds of PCP members within three weeks 
of being notified of the proposed appointment 
(see guidance on vetoing appointments in The 
Appointment section).
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1.3.2. Chief constables’ roles and responsibilities in appointing 
assistant chief constables, deputy chief constables and equivalent 
chief officer ranks in the Metropolitan Police Service

CCs are ultimately responsible for deciding how 
to design and deliver their appointment process. 
Appointments must be made in accordance with 
Regulation 11 of the Police Regulations 2003 and 
the relevant parts of the Police Reform and Social 
Responsibility Act 2011. 
 

Outside London
It is the CC’s responsibility to make the decision 
about which candidate to appoint. In line with the 
Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, 
however, the CC must consult the PCC on any 
proposed increase in numbers of DCCs or ACCs 
and may wish to consult on any decrease.  Before 
appointing a DCC or an ACC, the CC is required to 
consult the PCC on their proposed appointment. 
The legislation outlining this requirement can be 
found in section 39 (DCC), and section 40 (ACC) 
of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility  
Act 2011. 

London
City of London
The appointment of the assistant commissioner 
of the City of London Police is governed by the 
City of London Police Act 1839

Metropolitan Police Service
The DC is appointed by Royal Warrant based on 
the recommendation of the secretary of state. 
The secretary of state must have regard to any 
recommendations made by the commissioner and 
any representations from the Major’s Office.

The Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis 
must consult the Mayor’s Office for Policing and 
Crime before appointing a person as AC or DAC.  
The legislation outlining this requirement can  
be found in section 45 (AC) and section 46 (DAC) 
of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility  
Act 2011.

There are a series of processes which the CC will need 
to consider putting in place prior to the decision-
making stage. Although the CC may not put all these 
processes in place personally, they should have oversight 
and hold responsibility for ensuring these are done.

These processes have been considered in terms of the 
requirements a CC must undertake and best practice 
processes, eg, what a CC is advised to consider in order 
to achieve the principles of merit, fairness and openness.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/39
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/40
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/45
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/46
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The table below outlines the chief constables roles and responsibilities in appointing assistant chief constables, deputy chief constables and equivalent chief officer ranks in 
the Metropolitan Police Service:

Requirements Good practice

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process is based on the principles of merit, fairness 
and openness and is in accordance with the public sector equality duty (public 
sector equality duty).

 ¡ Convene an appointments panel including at least one independent panel 
member (HO Circular 013/2018).

 ¡ Ensure the vacancy is advertised for no less than three weeks.

 ¡ Ensure a discussion with the PCC is undertaken regarding the proposed 
appointee prior to confirmation of the appointment.

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process is undertaken in accordance with relevant 
legislation. 

Ensure the appointment process adheres to the Equality Act 2010 and the  
Data Protection Act 2018.

 ¡ Ensure the appointment process considers the Code of Ethics and 
organisational competencies and values.  

 ¡ Agree the content of the advert and where this should be placed.

 ¡ Ensure that the vacancy is publicised widely to all potential applicants.

 ¡ Consider the composition of the chief officer team in terms of existing skills and 
experience.

 ¡ Take steps to address any gaps in skills and experience that are identified.  
For further information on this please go to page 39.

 ¡ Ensure those involved in assessing candidates have undertaken appropriate 
training in selection and assessment practices.

 ¡ Direct the appointment panel to this guidance.

 ¡ Develop an application and assessment process which includes a robust 
decision-making model.

 ¡ In collaboration with the appointment panel, assess, shortlist and appoint 
applicants against the agreed assessment criteria. 

 ¡ Confirm that the potential appointee’s conduct is satisfactory.

 ¡ Submit the independent panel member’s report to the PCP and inform them  
of the preferred candidate.

 ¡ Provide feedback to all candidates.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/11/chapter/1
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/11/chapter/1
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/pdfs/ukpga_20100015_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2018/12/contents/enacted
https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Ethics-home/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
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Appointment panel’s role
The CC should convene the appointment panel before 
any stage of the appointment process takes place (eg, 
sifting applications). Consideration may be given to 
having panel members involved in helping to define 
the requirements of the role.

It is the CC and panel members’ responsibility to 
confirm, prior to shortlisting that no conflict of 
interest exists between panel members and the 
applicant pool. Panel members should declare 
if a conflict does exist and the CC will need to 
determine whether it is appropriate for them to 
remain as a member of the appointment panel.

An appointment panel should:

 ¡ consist of three to five panel members from a 
diverse range of backgrounds with experience of 
selection and assessment, for example:

 – the PCC 

 – deputy PCC 

 – officers or staff from a suitable rank/level from 
the appointing or other forces 

 – professionals from the College of Policing 

 – senior individuals from private sector 
organisations 

 – members of community groups 

 – local authority leaders 

 – representatives from existing partnerships  

 ¡ include an independent member 

 ¡ be maintained throughout the appointment process 
to ensure consistency of assessment and approach.

 ¡ be made aware of the time commitment involved.

All appointment panel members must adhere to the 
principles of merit, fairness and openness and read this 
guidance to ensure they are familiar with its content 
prior to starting the appointment process.

The panel’s purpose is to challenge and test that 
the candidate meets the necessary requirements to 
perform the role. It supports the CC in making the 
appointment by:

 ¡ helping develop the assessment criteria (0.5 to 1 day)

 ¡ undertaking appropriate briefing/assessor training 

(0.5 to 1 day depending on the experience of the 
panel members chosen)

 ¡ in collaboration with the CC, shortlisting applicants 
against the agreed appointment criteria (1 day – this 
will depend on the number of applicants)

 ¡ in collaboration with the CC, assessing all shortlisted 
candidates against the agreed appointment criteria 
(this will depend on what and how many selection 
tools are chosen and if the assessment process is 
delivered across a single or multiple days)

 ¡ in collaboration with the CC, considering which 
candidates most closely meet the appointment 
criteria (0.5 to 1 day, depending on the number of 
candidates assessed).

(The information in brackets outlines the likely time 
commitment of each task.)

CCs or the MPS commissioner may also consider 
including policing advisers where the role contains 
areas of policing with which they are less familiar.

The CC should take steps to ensure the panel 
they select has the necessary skills to make 
fair assessments of candidate and is capable of 
undertaking the responsibilities listed above.
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Independent member’s role
HO Circular 013/2018 states that at least one of 
the appointment panel members should be an 
independent member. Principles governing the 
selection of an independent member, the restrictions 
on appointment and their role in the appointment 
process outlined in 1.3.1 also apply in this context.

While the independent member in a CC appointment 
process produces a report for consideration by the 
PCP, here they should submit this to the PCC at the 
same time as the CC consults the PCC about the 
proposed appointee. This report should specifically 
address the appointment principles of merit, fairness 
and openness, and the extent to which the panel was 
able to fulfil its purpose (eg, to challenge and test that 
the candidate meets the necessary requirements to 
perform the role).

Applicant’s role
The applicant’s role is to comply with the requirements 
of the appointment process. They should:

 ¡ complete and submit an application within the 
published deadlines

 ¡ ensure that all information requested as part of the 
appointment process is accurate and complete 

 ¡ disclose any record of disciplinary or conduct 
issues regardless of whether these are ongoing or 
concluded 

 ¡ attend assessment stage(s).

PCC’s role
In a chief officer appointment process, the PCC 
is required to review the report submitted by the 
independent member and engage in a discussion with 
the CC regarding their proposed appointee.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
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1.4. Equal opportunities and data protection

A PCC and CC need to maintain an overview of their 
respective selection processes from the start and throughout 
to ensure that the requirements outlined within the Equality 
Act 2010 and within data protection legislation are met.
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1.4.1. The Equality Act 2010

Those involved in appointing chief officers must ensure 
that they comply with provisions of the Equality Act 
2010. The Act prohibits discrimination, harassment 
and other unlawful conduct because of the following 
protected characteristics:

 ¡ age
 ¡ disability
 ¡ gender reassignment
 ¡ marriage and civil partnership
 ¡ pregnancy and maternity
 ¡ race
 ¡ religion or belief
 ¡ sex
 ¡ sexual orientation.

The Equality Act 2010 sets out the different ways in 
which it is unlawful to treat someone, such as direct 
and indirect discrimination, harassment, victimisation 
and failing to make a reasonable adjustment for a 
disabled person.

A key measure in the Equality Act 2010 is section 
149 of the public sector equality duty, which came 
into force on 5 April 2011 and places a legal duty 
on public authorities to take account of the need 
to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment 
and victimisation as well as to promote equal 
opportunities and encourage good relations 
between persons who share a relevant 

protected characteristic and those who do not. 
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 
2011 amends the Equality Act to make the public-
sector equality duty apply to PCCs and MOPAC.

The equality duty has three aims. It requires public 
bodies to have due regard to the need to:

 ¡ eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, 
victimisation and any other conduct prohibited by 
the Act

 ¡ advance equality of opportunity between people 
who share a protected characteristic and people 
who do not 

 ¡ foster good relations between people who share a 
protected characteristic and people who do not. 

In order to meet the aims of the equality duty, PCCs 
and CCs should ensure that:

 ¡ they are aware and have an understanding of the 
requirements of the equality duty

 ¡ considerations and mitigations for any concerns 
arising, can be explored and documented in an 
equality impact assessment

 ¡ they consider the equality duty at every stage of 
the appointment process from planning to delivery 
and the final decision-making process – a public 
body cannot satisfy the equality duty by justifying a 
decision after it has been taken

 ¡ the three aims of the equality duty form an integral 
part of the decision-making process and are applied 
with rigour

 ¡ they have sufficient information to give proper 
consideration to the equality duty

 ¡ any third parties involved in the appointment 
process are capable of complying with the equality 
duty and that they do so in practice (it is a duty that 
cannot be delegated)

 ¡ refer to the Equality Duty in recording the process of 
consideration (there is no excplicit requirement for 
this but it is good practice to do so) 

 ¡ a record is kept of how appointment decisions were 
reached in order for PCCs/CCs to demonstrate that 
they considered the aims of the equality duty.

Section 159 of the Equality Act 2010 refers to 
positive action in the context of recruitment 
and promotion processes. It states that in 
certain circumstances an employer can treat 
one candidate more favourably than another if 
they suffer a disadvantage, or if there is under-
representation in certain activities, in connection 
with a protected characteristic. An employer 
can treat the candidate more favourably if they 
are equally qualified to the other candidates. It 
is recommended that chief officers seek legal 
guidance before implementing any initiative 
under section 159.

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/section/149
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/section/149
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/section/159
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1.4.2. The Data Protection Act 2018

The individual responsible for the appointment process 
must be familiar with their responsibilities in relation 
to the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA), the General 
Data Protection Regulation and other associated 
information laws. The DPA regulates all personal data 
processing activity. 

Information covered by the DPA includes computerised 
records, health records and manual records. The DPA 
states that information must be: 

 ¡ processed fairly, lawfully and in a transparent 
manner

 ¡ collected for specified, explicit and legitimate 
purposes

 ¡ adequate, relevant and not excessive

 ¡ accurate and up to date

 ¡ retained for no longer than necessary

 ¡ processed in a manner that ensures appropriate 
security.

The DPA entitles individuals to certain rights with 
regard to their personal data, including the right of 
access and the right to be informed. Candidates who 
have records kept with their details on are entitled 
to formal access to those records as well as the 
reasons why they are being used. In relation to the 
appointment process, this refers to all notes taken 
during the process, either in relation to candidates’ 
verbatim comments or notes on appointment 
decisions.

Data controllers should also be mindful of other 
DPA considerations such as retention, security and 
sharing of personal data. Review of ICO guidance 
and consultation with a data protection officer is 
recommended.

For further information on the DPA and the GDPR, 
please click here.

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/individual-rights/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/introduction-to-data-protection/
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2. Good practice in assessment and selection

PCCs and CCs must adhere to legal requirements relating 
to appointments they make. In addition to this, there are 
a number of principles which underpin designing and 
delivering fair and effective appointment processes which are 
robust and transparent in response to scrutiny. This section 
outlines what these principles are and how they can be 
embedded from the start and throughout an appointment 
process in order to ensure the right candidate is appointed.
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2.1. Merit, fairness and openness

Home Office circular 2018 on the Selection and Appointment of Chief Officers states that those responsible for selecting and assessing chief officers must observe the 
three principles of merit, fairness and openness. 
 
The definition of these principles outlined below are based on those contained in the Civil Service Recruitment Principles 2018. 

Fairness

Fairness means there must be no bias 
in assessing candidates. Selection 
processes must be objective, impartial 
and applied consistently.

Openness

Openness means that job 
opportunities must be advertised 
publicly. The aim of the advertisement 
should be to attract a strong field 
of eligible applicants. Potential 
candidates must be given reasonable 
access to information about the job, 
its requirements and the selection 
process. In open competitions, anyone 
who wishes must be allowed to apply.

Merit

Merit means appointing the best 
available person judged against the 
essential criteria for the role. No-one 
should be appointed to a job unless 
they are competent to do it and the 
job must be offered to the person 
who would do it best. The successful 
candidate should also be chosen from 
a sufficiently strong and diverse pool 
of eligible applicants.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/circular-0132018-selection-and-appointment-of-chief-officers
https://civilservicecommission.independent.gov.uk/recruitment/recruitment-principles/
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2.2. The Code of Ethics and values-based recruitment

The Code of Ethics outlines the principles and 
standards of behaviour expected of officers 
and staff in policing. In order to ensure that the 
workforce reflects these principles and standards 
of behaviour, it is important to take steps to 
embed the Code of Ethics in local and national 
selection and promotion processes. A means 
of achieving this would be using values-based 
recruitment (VBR).

Values based recruitment
Values are beliefs which are important to an individual 
and which guide behaviours and actions. VBR is 
centred on ensuring that values are considered and 
assessed at every stage of a selection process, from 
attraction through to developing an application and 
assessment process and inducting the appointed 
candidate into the new organisation.

There are a number of benefits to employing VBR, 
alongside assessing for competencies, as there is a 
wealth of research which suggests that assessing and 
selecting a candidate on the basis of their personal 
values and the extent to which these fit with the values 
of the organisation can lead to improved person-
organisation fit. In turn, appointing an individual with 
high person-organisation fit can lead to improvements in:

 ¡ perceived organisational support

 ¡ trust in managers

 ¡ performance

 ¡ organisational commitment

 ¡ job satisfaction

 ¡ co-worker satisfaction

 ¡ engagement. 

The first and most important step when 
introducing values into an appointment process 
is to clearly define the organisation’s values. 
It is then essential to identify the behaviours 
that demonstrates these values so they can be 
measured.  

https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Ethics-home/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Ethics-home/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
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2.3. Competency and Values Framework

The College of Policing has developed a Competency and 
Values Framework (CVF) which outlines the behaviours 
associated with effective and ethical performance in the 
police service. The CVF aims to support officers and staff 
and provides a consistent foundation on which all local and 
national selection and promotion processes can be based.  
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The Competency and Values Framework
The framework consists of six competencies that have 
been clustered into three groups. Each competency 
includes a description and a list of behaviours which 
indicate whether a person is displaying that particular 
competency. Each competency is split into three levels, 
which are intended to be used flexibly to allow for a 
better fit with frontline and non-frontline policing 
roles, rather than ranks or work levels. The levels are 
designed to be cumulative, so those working at higher 
levels should also demonstrate each preceding level’s 
behaviours. The competency levels can broadly be 
matched to work levels as:

 ¡ level 1 – practitioner 

 ¡ level 2 – supervisor/middle manager 

 ¡ level 3 – senior manager/executive.

The framework is underpinned by four values. These 
four values reflect the Code of Ethics and represent 
measurable behaviours. The diagram depicts the 
College’s CVF. View the full framework here. 
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https://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Ethics-home/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/competency-and-values-framework/Pages/Competency-and-Values-framework.aspx
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2.4. Assessment principles

Assessment principles address how an appointment process 
is designed and delivered and how candidates are assessed 
and overall grades/results are agreed. The assessment 
principles outlined here are important as they ensure that 
the appointment process delivered is fair and effective. These 
principles also enable PCCs and CCs to have confidence in what 
they are measuring, that each candidate is being assessed in 
the same way and that they have transparent and justifiable 
reasons why the appointed candidate is the right candidate for 
the position. These principles can also help a PCC/CC ensure 
that their appointment process adheres to the requirements 
outlined in the Equality Act 2010. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/pdfs/ukpga_20100015_en.pdf
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2.4.1. Reliability and validity 

The main assessment principles that any appointment 
process must adhere to in order to fairly compare 
candidates and confidently select the right person for 
the role are:

Reliability
Reliability is the extent to which an assessment, 
delivered in a standardised manner (see 2.4.2) can 
consistently produce the same result or behaviour. 
To achieve reliability in an appointment process, it is 
important to consider:

 ¡ Inter-rater reliability  
The extent to which assessors assess candidates in 
the same way, use the same framework and method 
to ensure consistent and fair assessments are made. 
This can be achieved by assessors benchmarking 
performance prior to beginning the assessment 
of candidates, eg, discussing and confirming as an 
assessor panel what performance looks like at each 
point of the rating scale. In addition the assessor 
panel could complete a trial run of the exercise to 
identify the spread of scores and ensure consistency 
during the live assessments of candidates

 ¡ Test-retest reliability 
The extent to which the measure itself (interview, 
media exercise, presentation etc.) can consistently 
measure the construct (competency or value) it has 
been designed to measure each time it is delivered.

Validity
The validity of an appointment process is the accuracy 
of the selection tools used. Do they measure what 
you think they are measuring? In order for a PCC/CC 
to ensure that their appointment process is valid, they 
must first know what it is they want to measure, then 
choose selection tools that provide the opportunity for 
candidates to display the evidence they have defined 
as being required for effective performance in the role. 
There are many types of validity. PCCs/CCs should 
consider the following examples when developing their 
appointment process:

 ¡ Face validity 
The extent to which the assessment looks like it 
measures what it says it is measuring. Another way 
of looking at this is: will candidates feel they have 
been given a realistic opportunity to demonstrate 
evidence of the construct being measured?  

 ¡ Content validity 
The extent to which an assessment measures the 
different aspects of the specific construct being 
measured. For example, to what extent is the 
interview question assessing the competency of 
‘take ownership’ and how much of the candidate’s 
response relates to something else?

 ¡ Predictive validity 
The extent to which an assessment is able to 
accurately predict the likelihood of future job 
performance. For example, are those candidates 
who performed well in the assessment process now 
performing well in the role? 
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2.4.2.  
Standardisation

Standardisation addresses the consistency with which 
the process itself is delivered and is a key way of 
achieving reliability. A standardised selection process  
is one which ensures that:

 ¡ all applicants undertake the same assessment 
in terms of instructions, information provided, 
preparation materials and environment 

 ¡ the same assessment criteria are applied 
consistently across all candidates

 ¡ the same decision-making model is applied 
consistently across all candidates.

2.4.3.  
Barriers to objective 
assessment
Steps can be taken to standardise the design and 
delivery of an appointment process and ensure it is 
reliable, however, no assessment system is perfect. 
Human and environmental factors can and do 
influence the consistency with which assessors 
apply the assessment criteria and the objectivity of 
their decision making.

At least twenty barriers to accurate assessment 
have been highlighted in research literature. Almost 
all of these exist within everyone to some extent, 
either conscious or unconscious. The important 
point, however, is for an assessor is to understand 
them,  to be able to identify when they may be 
starting to influence decisions and to take steps to 
remain as objective as possible.  

During candidate assessment, assessors listen to 
and observe a high level of information, causing an 
increase in demand on their cognitive processes. In 
order to manage these demands, assessors can begin 
to rely on short cuts and snap judgements to make 
decisions regarding a candidate’s performance. It is 
in these circumstances where biases, conscious or 
unconscious, can begin to affect an assessor’s ability 
to remain objective in their decision making.
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The table below provides an overview and definition of some of the most common barriers to accurate assessment:

Unconscious bias Definition

Expectancy effect Tendency for assessors to generate either a positive or negative expectation from pre-assessment 
information (eg, application form, word-of-mouth opinion, appraisal document) and for their evaluation 
and decisions to follow these expectations.

Confirmatory information Assessors actively seek information to confirm their initial impressions. This is closely linked to the 
expectancy effect. Interviewers tend to ask questions designed to elicit information confirming their 
initial impressions or may ignore evidence which goes against their initial impression.

Similar-to-me effect Also known as the ‘clone syndrome’, the similar-to-me effect is where assessors’ views are biased in 
favour of candidates similar to themselves, based on personal characteristics or even based on how they 
would complete the exercise or the style of presentation they would use. They could then give more 
favourable ratings to candidates who complete the exercise in a similar way, rather than those who score 
highly on an objective marking guide.

Fundamental attribution error The tendency for an assessor to erroneously ascribe or attribute candidate behaviour to facets of their 
personality, rather than to the actual cause of their behaviour.  

Halo/horns effect Assessors assume that if a candidate scores well or is viewed favourably in a particular exercise/situation, 
they will also do well throughout and is scored accordingly (halo). Alternatively, candidates who score 
poorly or are viewed negatively in a particular exercise/situation are assumed to do poorly throughout 
and are scored accordingly (horns).
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Unconscious bias Definition

Central tendency, leniency and stringency The assessor gives many applicants similar ratings, rather than using the full rating scale to evaluate 
differences in performance. It is the assessor’s task to highlight the differences using the full extent of 
the rating scale. Leniency is similar to central tendency but refers to assessors rating every candidate 
very favourably across all dimensions. Stringency refers to assessors rating every candidate unfavourably 
across all dimensions.

Fatigue When assessors become tired, this often results in cognitive overload, where the mental demands 
of the task outweigh the attention available. When this state occurs, the assessor will intentionally 
or unintentionally only select what they consider the salient or pertinent points from the candidates’ 
performance, ie, selective attention.

Contrast and quota effects Contrast effect refers to when the assessor’s evaluation of the present candidate’s performance is 
influenced by the quality of previous candidates’ performances. Quota effects are seen when candidates 
are only selected because they are from a group that is under-represented in the organisation, eg, 
women, people with disabilities or members of minority ethnic groups.  

Negative information Assessors’ decisions are influenced significantly more by negative information than by positive 
information. Assessors can be affected by negative information bias when evaluating candidates’ 
performances in most types of exercise. Sometimes this bias can be so strong that the assessors do not 
discuss the candidate’s positive behaviours at all.

Rushing The assessment and decision-making processes are rushed in order to meet logistical arrangements, 
rather than giving each candidate fair consideration. Effort should be made to ensure that sufficient time 
is set aside to evaluate candidate performance and to discuss each candidate individually in detail about 
their performance.
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2.4.4. Assessment methodology

The approach used to assess candidates must be 
consistent between candidates and throughout the 
assessment process, from assessing and shortlisting 
the written application to the live assessment of 
candidates’ behaviour. A way of avoiding biases and 
ensuring decisions made remain objective throughout 
the process is to follow a structured evidence-based 
assessment method. 
 

The assessment method used must consider 
each individual stage involved in assessing the 
evidence a candidate has provided. By breaking 
down the assessment of candidates and their 
evidence into individual stages, a transparent 
audit trail is created which can identify where the 
evidence has come from and why and how the 
final decision has been made. 

The stages involved in a structured evidence-based 
assessment method can include:

 ¡ understanding the evidence

 – reading (application form) or observing (live 
assessment, eg, interviews) the evidence a 
candidate provides in response to the question/
task they have been presented with

 ¡ reviewing the evidence

 – reviewing the evidence provided in terms of the 
extent to which it answered the question or task 
the candidate has been presented with

 – considering whether the evidence provided meets 
the assessment criteria 

 ¡ evaluating the evidence

 – considering the quantity and quality of evidence 
provided in relation to the assessment criteria 

 – considering whether the evidence was at the 
required level and relevant to the question/task 
presented

 – considering anything the candidate did that 
detracted from their performance or anything 
they omitted

 – using a rating scale to determine the mark 
awarded to a candidate and to ensure that 
marking across all candidates is standardised

 – making a record of the individual and overall 
mark awarded to each candidate. 

ORCE assessment model 
A well-known example of a structured evidence-
based method of assessment is the Observe, Record, 
Classify and Evaluate (ORCE) assessment model. The 
ORCE model is based on research into the role of the 
assessor and the cognitive processes assessors use 
that may help or hinder the decisions they make. The 
ORCE model has four distinct sequential stages of 
assessment. This is effective in supporting objective 
decision making as assessors are not required to 
undertake multiple tasks at once, which requires 
greater cognitive effort and therefore presents 
a greater risk of decisions being influenced by 
unconscious biases.
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The four stages of ORCE are:

Observe
Assessors watch and listen to what the candidate 
says and does. They carry out the Record stage at 
the same time.

Record
Assessors write down the candidate’s response, 
recording what they say and do. Assessors do 
not provide any interpretation or link this to a 
competency or value being assessed. Assessors complete each stage independently 

from any other assessors present and do not 
discuss the behaviour recorded before they have 
awarded their independent ratings.

Classify
Assessors classify the behavioural evidence 
into the specific competencies or values being 
assessed. A piece of evidence must only be 
recorded in one competency/value area.

Evaluate
Assessors consider the quality of evidence 
provided and whether the candidate did/said 
anything that detracted from their performance.
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2.5. Key selection stages

The main objective of any appointment process is to identify 
the right candidate for the position. The content of a process 
can vary as there are a number of selection techniques that 
can be used, depending on the needs and interests of the 
organisation, as well as the competencies and values being 
assessed.  

Planning
In order for a fair and reliable appointment process to 
develop, sufficient time must be allocated for planning 
and delivery. Forces should avoid confirming an ideal 
appointment date and working backwards from this before 
they have determined what they want their selection 
process to involve. This is important when you consider 
that an appointment panel needs to be selected and then 
all members to be available at the same time to undertake 
training, attend shortlisting and potentially assess as an 
interview panel.  
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The diagram below highlights the key stages of selection considering pre-assessment and assessment activities:

Pre-assessment 
Role profile and 
assessment criteria
Advertising and
application pack
Training 
(appointment 
panel/assessors)

Assessment 
Application form
Shortlisting
Selection methods
Rating scales
Decision making
Feedback

Plan 
resource  
and time

Review of  
information 
by the PCP 
or PCC

Vacancy  
identified Appointment
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2.5.1. Pre-assessment 

Police professional profiles 
The College of Policing has engaged with key 
stakeholders to develop police professional profiles 
for all ranks (policing roles and policing-specific 
staff roles). The role profiles define the skills 
and professional standards, competencies and 
behaviours required for policing on a national basis. 
All professional profiles will indicate the required 
minimum CVF competency level from 1-3. 

The role profiles are intended to capture the primary 
and nationally consistent elements of the specific role.  
However, the role profiles also provide an opportunity 
for a PCC/force to define what it is they want from 
prospective candidates and to reflect the needs and 
values specific to their organisation.  It is therefore 
expected that the role profile will be used to develop a 
job description where locally specific requirements can 
be included.  In doing so it is advisable to liaise with key 
stakeholders such as the PCC (unless it is a CC process), 
the outgoing chief officer, remaining chief officers, 
chief executive, officers and staff, local community 
safety partners, criminal justice bodies and community 
interest groups to determine what specific or desirable 
requirements may need to be included and therefore 
reflected throughout the appointment process.

Assessment criteria 
These are the criteria against which candidate 
assessments will be made and on which applicants 
will base their evidence of suitability. The assessment 
criteria detail what is required for effective 
performance in the role and provide a benchmark for 
what candidates will be assessed against during the 
appointment process. The assessment criteria are 
usually developed from the role profile highlighting 
the key aspects required.  

It is important that the assessment criteria:

 ¡ reflects the level of the vacancy 

 ¡ considers the current and future demands of the 
force, enabling the appointment process to identify 
a candidate who meets the short, medium and long-
term requirements of the force and community.

Forces should refer to the CVF when identifying the 
assessment criteria to be used in the appointment 
process. Support is available from the College of 
Policing to assist forces in doing this, however, 
forces should also take into consideration the 
perspective of key stakeholders when developing the 
assessment criteria. Appendix B outlines a template 
questionnaire that can be sent to stakeholders as a 
means of identifying the most important and relevant 

competencies or values from the CVF that are to be 
assessed during the appointment process.  

It is essential that the recruiting PCC/CC confirms 
the assessment criteria before progressing with the 
appointment process. 

The relationship between the PCC and CC (and 
the CC and their chief officers) is important and, 
while this may be something a PCC/CC considers 
during the appointment process, it is important 
that the relationship dynamic does not become 
part of the assessment criteria. Decisions need 
to remain objective and be made based only on 
the evidence a candidate has provided during the 
appointment process. 

https://profdev.college.police.uk/professional-profiles/profiles/
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/competency-and-values-framework/Pages/Competency-and-Values-framework.aspx
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2.5.1 Pre-assessment (continued)

When developing a role profile and confirming the 
assessment criteria the PCC/CC should consider the 
composition of the chief officer team in terms of the 
skills and experience that the team already has, and 
whether there are any specific skills or experiences  
not currently reflected which a new chief officer  
could provide.

Force priorities will vary according to local needs 
however there will be key national issues that should 
also be considered. The areas suggested below are 
not a complete list but represent the views of chief 
officers in a recent survey conducted by the College 
of Policing. There may be other priorities identified 
locally by the PCC/CC, or recommended by local and 
national oversight bodies.

 ¡ Countering terrorism.

 ¡ Tackling child sexual exploitation and abuse.

 ¡ Recruiting and developing a workforce with the 
skill set required to respond and deal with all 
future demands (including social and technological 
change).

 ¡ Safeguarding and supporting vulnerable people.

 ¡ Tackling domestic abuse.

 ¡ Tackling serious and organised crime.

 ¡ Tackling sexual violence.

 ¡ Tackling cybercrime.

 ¡ Understanding and managing physical and 
psychological health amongst workforce.

Opportunities should be taken to address any skill or 
experience gaps identified within a chief officer team in 
relation to these priority areas.
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Attraction: advertising
The advert is the first contact between the PCC/CC 
and the potential applicant pool. It is an opportunity to 
promote the fairness and transparency of the selection 
process by ensuring it clearly states what the PCC or 
CC want (key requirements and eligibility), how they 
are going to assess for this (selection tools) and why 
an applicant would want to work for them (promotion 
of the role, force and community). The advert may 
include the following information:

 ¡ Remuneration, eg, salary and relocation support 
available.

 ¡ Post location.

 ¡ Direct force contact name and details.

 ¡ Dates outlining the main stages in the selection 
process, eg, application deadline.

 ¡ Key skills and attributes required or information 
outlining where an applicant can find further 
information about the role and key requirements 
(link to the application pack).

Where or how the advert is published also needs to 
be considered in order to ensure all eligible applicants 
are aware of the vacancy. In accordance with Police 
Regulations, the advert must specify the date by which 

applications must be made, which should not be less 
than three weeks after the date of the advert. The 
advert must be published through a public website or 
some other form of publication that deals with policing 
matters. Vacancies for promotion should be advertised 
nationally, so all potential opportunities within policing 
are open to the widest pool of eligible candidates.  

A PCC/CC may also want to consider promoting their 
vacancy via: 

 ¡ the College of Policing website

 ¡ police organisations (CPOSA, PSAEW and ChiefsNet, 
run by the NPCC, which includes a regular newsletter)

 ¡ LinkedIn

 ¡ the force website

 ¡ a vlog post

 ¡ another channel of communication. 

In order to encourage applications from external 
candidates, a force may want to consider holding an 
open day or familiarisation event to promote access 
to the force and demonstrate the commitment that 
will be shown to applications received from external 
candidates.

Attraction: application pack
Forces should develop an application pack which can 
be sent to the candidate alongside the application 
form. The application pack should include additional 
detail regarding the role and is a further opportunity 
to promote the force and community as a place to 
live and work. It can also highlight the benefits and 
experience the successful applicant can expect to 
gain. The application pack could be developed in 
partnership with the recruiting force’s corporate 
communications team and may include: 

 ¡ a letter from the PCC/CC promoting an open and 
transparent process and expressing an interest in 
applications from all eligible candidates

 ¡ key responsibilities, demands and challenges 
involved in the role – what portfolio will the new 
chief officer be undertaking

 ¡ priorities and ambitions for the force

 ¡ the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan

 ¡ learning and development opportunities

 ¡ organisational values

 ¡ full details of salary and benefits, including any 
relocation support that is offered
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 ¡ financial information

 ¡ details of the location of the post, including 
information on local schools, houses, activities and 
other benefits of the region

 ¡ details of what the assessment process will involve, 
eg, timeframes, who will be involved and by when 
the appointed candidate is likely to be in post

 ¡ links to testimonials from current members of the 
chief officer team and/or comments from members 
of the public. 

Biases can influence an appointment process at 
various points. The perception of bias, possibly of 
a candidate who has been ‘acting up’ in the rank 
being preferred, needs to be addressed during 
the pre-assessment stage and through attraction 
activities. The PCC/CC should take steps to promote 
to potential applicants that they recognise and value 
the effort and commitment involved in applying. This 
could be achieved through engaging with corporate 
communication teams to develop an attractive advert 
and application pack, promoting the presence of a 
neutral adviser on the appointment panel and holding 
a force open day.

Training the appointment panel (assessor 
training) 
A PCC/CC should ensure that those involved in the 
appointment process have recently undertaken 
appropriate briefing/training in selection and 
assessment practices. Ideally, the appointment panel 
chosen will also have some prior experience within 
selection and assessment. If these two criteria are 
met, then a PCC/CC may decide not include this stage 
in their appointment process. As each appointment 
process is likely to assess different criteria and use 
different selection tools, however, all those involved 
should participate in a briefing to ensure the reliability 
and fairness of their appointment process.  

Training can be completed in person or remotely. The 
time required to undertake appropriate training will 
depend on the assessors’ experience. This stage can 
be provided by HR professionals based in a force or 
by the College of Policing. Regardless of provider, a 
first step for those involved in assessing candidates 
will be to review this guidance. Following that, there 
are a number of key areas the appointment panel and 
assessors will need to be briefed on:

 ¡ assessment principles

– merit, fairness and openness

– standardisation

– barriers to objective 
assessment

 ¡ assessment methodology

 – overview of the structured assessment method
being used to shortlist candidates and assess
performance

 ¡ assessment criteria and rating scales

 – overview of the assessment criteria – training
is an opportunity for the appointment panel
to discuss what this criteria means and to
confirm consistency in their understanding and
application

 – training should involve a discussion with the
appointment panel on what effective and
ineffective performance looks like for each
assessment criteria

 – training should also involve a discussion on the
rating scales to be used and the standard required
to progress to the next stage of the assessment
process

 ¡ practicalities and logistics

 – confirm the time commitment required of the
appointment panel for the whole process, from
shortlisting to identifying the preferred candidate.
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2.5.2. Assessment

Application form
The application form is usually a written application, 
however, forces may want to consider alternative 
means of beginning their appointment process, such 
as requesting expressions of interest. The aim of 
an application form is to obtain information about 
the candidate relevant to the requirements set out 
in the role profile, eg, eligibility and assessment 
criteria. The information gained is then used to 
determine the extent to which the applicant meets 
these requirements, to confirm their eligibility for the 
promotion opportunity and whether they will progress 
to the next stage of the appointment process.

The application is a further opportunity to reflect the 
force’s values and create greater transparency in the 
process. To achieve this, it is important to consider 
the purpose of the questions asked and how the 
information gained will be used. It is important that 
unnecessary, intrusive or inappropriate information is 
not asked for. The application should therefore only 
include questions relevant to the role requirements 
and provide the applicant with the opportunity to 
represent their eligibility, the extent to which they meet 
the assessment criteria and their experience and skills.
A PCC/CC can sometimes request additional 

information from applicants, such as previous 
performance reviews or feedback received from 
attending the SPNAC and the SCC. Any additional 
information should be considered carefully in relation 
to the variety of reporting methods and how up-
to-date this information is. Applicants will usually 
have gained further experience and abilities since 
completing SPNAC and the SCC and this should 
be considered when requesting such information, 
especially if not all applicants are able to produce this 
information.

Shortlisting
The appointment panel, led by the PCC or CC, should 
review the application forms against the eligibility 
requirements and predefined assessment criteria and 
identify suitable candidates to take forward to the next 
stage of the assessment process.  

The appointment panel should use a structured 
assessment method to ensure standardisation at the 
shortlisting stage. For example, ORCE can be applied 
here. The observe and record stages have already been 
completed by the candidate, so the appointments 
panel would begin at the classification stage and 
identify information recorded on the application form 

that is evidence of the assessment criteria. They would 
then evaluate the quality of the evidence provided 
using the rating scale discussed during training. Once 
completed, the appointment panel members should 
discuss their individual marks and agree on which 
applicants to shortlist. An example of an individual 
and overall shortlisting scoring sheet can be found in 
appendix C and appendix D respectively.

All candidates should be informed of the shortlisting 
outcome. Applicants who are not shortlisted should 
be informed as soon as possible and provided with 
feedback in a timely manner about where they did 
and did not meet the requirements of the role and any 
development needs arising from their application.
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Timing
The time needed for shortlisting will depend 
on the number of applicants and how familiar/
experienced in selection and assessment members 
of the appointment panel are. If sufficient time is not 
allocated to this stage, shortlisting assessments can be 
rushed. This can lead to biases affecting the objectivity 
and fairness of decisions.

Selection methods
The selection tools chosen must be able to 
consistently identify and measure the assessment 
criteria required for effective performance in the role. 
This is especially important to consider when the 
exercise chosen needs to withstand the scrutiny placed 
on the appointment process by the PCP. In choosing 
relevant and valid selection tools it is important to 
consider that they: 

 ¡ reflect the role profile and assessment criteria 

 ¡ provide the candidate with an opportunity to 
demonstrate the competencies and values which 
have been identified as important for the role

 ¡ mirror as much as possible the activities that are 
critical to the role

 ¡ provide new information to the appointment panel 
in addition to what is known from the written 
application

 ¡ provide all candidates equality of opportunity to 
perform

 ¡ are not vulnerable to subjective bias, eg, informal 
or social meetings can be vulnerable to subjective 
biases, making comparisons between candidates 
unreliable 

 ¡ allow assessors to differentiate across candidates in 
terms of performance.

(The British Psychological Society: The Design and 
Delivery of Assessment Centres (2015)).

https://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/user-files/Division%20of%20Occupational%20Psychology/public/inf234_assess_centres_final.pdf
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The table belows outlines several selection techniques with a description of what they are and how they can be tailored to assess the specific needs and interests of the role 
and organisation.

Selection technique Description

Presentation exercise Bespoke presentation topics can be developed which relate specifically to current and future challenges/
priorities the force is likely to experience, ethical decision making as well as criteria that have been 
defined as essential to the role and outlined on the advertisement. The topic can also include an ethical 
dilemma or focus on the rationale for why a decision or action is undertaken, thereby providing an 
opportunity to assess the extent to which the candidate’s values meet those required by the organisation 
and role.

Structured and semi-structured interviews A structured interview ensures that all candidates are asked the same questions in the same order, while 
a semi-structured interview allows for further exploration of a candidate’s response by the interview 
panel. Questions can focus on past and future behaviour, enabling information to be gathered regarding 
a candidate’s current ability and future potential.  

Stakeholder panel This is an opportunity for candidates to interact with stakeholders they will most likely be working with 
if appointed. The aim or task involved in a panel exercise can be focused on a key issue or challenge the 
force is experiencing or related to PCC priorities. For example, if there is a concern regarding workforce 
engagement, then a police officer/staff panel may be appropriate. If the PCC has a priority to develop 
opportunities for young people, a youth community panel may be beneficial. Additional stakeholder 
panels may include local authority and community group panels.  
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Selection technique Description

Work sample exercises A work sample exercise is an assessment that reflects the task and role the candidate will actually be 
performing. A work sample exercise can be an interactive roleplay involving the use of role actors to 
mirror a real situation a candidate would be likely to work in. Another work sample exercise can have a 
media focus, with the use of a journalist and set in a studio, as well as being completed as a written task. 
The advantage of this technique is that an assessment can be made not only of what a candidate would 
do and how, but also how effectively they communicate this message and how they engage with the 
media and stakeholders verbally and in written format.

Personality questionnaires Assessments of personality in a workplace context can be used to determine a candidate’s preference 
to how they approach their work. Assessments can indicate how an individual may respond or manage 
in a specific situation and environment, as well as how they are likely to communicate or support others 
in their team. There are several types of personality assessment, so research regarding what each aims 
to assess is needed to ensure the results gained are worthwhile and provide additional information to 
the appointments panel. The information gained from a personality questionnaire can be used to inform 
the interview questions a candidate may be asked. Personality questionnaires should never be used in 
isolation, however, and should always sit alongside another form of assessment. 
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2.5.2.  Assessment (continued)

It is worthwhile spending time fully considering what 
selection techniques to use, as they provide a number 
of beneficial opportunities for the candidate and the 
organisation to learn more about each other. For 
instance, when appropriate and effective selection 
techniques are chosen, benefits can be derived, such as 
the opportunity to:

 ¡ assess and differentiate between candidates 
and identify the right candidate in terms of 
competencies, values and person-organisation fit

 ¡ further attract a candidate as they learn more about 
the role and organisation

 ¡ assess candidates by what they would actually be 
doing in the role

 ¡ thoroughly assess of the candidate and gain 
detailed, reliable and relevant information.

The standards set by the British Psychological 
Society in The Design and Delivery of Assessment 
Centres regarding designing and delivering 
assessments state that more than one selection 
tool should be used within a single assessment 
process. 

As noted previously, if the selection tool(s) are 
confirmed early in the process, then this information 
should be highlighted in the application pack sent to 
prospective applicants.  

Rating scales
The aim of a rating scale is to provide a means by 
which a candidate’s performance can be evaluated 
objectively. This creates a consistent, fair, transparent 
and merit-based means of differentiating between 
candidate performances.  

Each point on the rating scale must differentiate 
between different levels of performance in order to 
enable assessors to distinguish between effective 
and ineffective performance. Rating scales vary on 
the number of rating points used. Too few points and 
all of the candidates tend to be rated similarly, with 
no differentiation possible. With too many rating 
points, it becomes difficult to meaningfully describe 
the difference between a rating of ‘10’ and ‘11’ in 
observable terms. Generally, a rating scale should not 
exceed a maximum of nine points, but often between 
five and seven is sufficient to allow for fair and reliable 
differentiation.

An example of a five-point rating scale has been 
provided in appendix E. The number of points on the 
rating scale should remain consistent throughout the 

assessment process, however, the definition of each 
point on the scale should be reviewed and relate to 
what is being assessed, especially if multiple types 
of selection tools are used within a single selection 
process.

Decision making
A PCC/CC needs to confirm the point on the rating 
scale which distinguishes between a candidate who 
has met the standard and a candidate who has not 
met the standard. If multiple selection tools are used, a 
way of collating the ratings from each assessment into 
an overall rating will be needed. The PCC/CC and the 
appointment panel should discuss these two points 
and confirm them prior to shortlisting.

Once the individual ratings have been discussed and 
a final mark has been agreed, the appointment panel 
should be in a position to identify the candidate who 
most closely meets the requirements of the post. 

The decision on who to appoint is ultimately the 
responsibility of the PCC/CC, however, they must base 
this decision on the final marks that have been agreed 
by the appointment panel and all the information that 
has been gained throughout the appointment process. 
This is to ensure that the decision made is based on 
merit as identified by the information gained through a 
fair and open selection process.

https://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/user-files/Division%20of%20Occupational%20Psychology/public/inf234_assess_centres_final.pdf
https://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/user-files/Division%20of%20Occupational%20Psychology/public/inf234_assess_centres_final.pdf
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Feedback
Feedback should be provided to all successful and 
unsuccessful candidates. This can be completed either 
face-to-face, by telephone or in a written report format. 
Feedback should be provided in a clear and timely 
manner within a reasonable timeframe following 
the conclusion of the selection process. This is an 
important stage to consider in the selection process, as 
providing feedback can influence the reputation of the 
organisation, regardless of whether a candidate was 
successful or not.

All those involved in the selection process, ie, 
members of the appointments panel, assessors or 
stakeholder panel members, must be informed that 
the observations they have recorded and the feedback/
grades they have provided may be discussed directly 
with the candidate if requested.  

The purpose of feedback is to enable the candidate 
to understand how they performed against the 
assessment criteria and the selection decision made. 
Therefore, the content of the feedback must accurately 
reflect only what a candidate said or did.
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3. The appointment

This section outlines the legal processes PCCs and CCs are 
required to undertake in order to confirm the appointment of 
their preferred candidate. While there is some overlap between 
what is required of a PCC and CC, there are also differences 
and, as such, these processes have been outlined separately.
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3.1. PCC – appointing and confirming a new chief constable

In line with Schedule 8 of the Police Reform 
and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the PCC 
should identify the candidate who most closely 
meets the role requirements, incorporating the 
recommendations of the appointment panel 
members.

The PCC must notify the PCP of:

the name of the person whom the PCC is proposing to 
appoint (the preferred candidate)
the report completed by the independent member 
detailing the criteria used to assess the candidate’s 
suitability for the appointment
why the candidate satisfies the assessment criteria
the terms and conditions on which the preferred 
candidate is to be appointed.
In the event that the PCP vetoes the preferred 
candidate (see section 3.2), the PCC must notify the 
PCP of: 

 ¡ the name of the reserve appointee (the reserve 
candidate)

 ¡ the report completed by the independent member 
detailing the criteria used to assess the suitability of 
the candidate for the appointment

 ¡ why the reserve candidate satisfies those criteria

 ¡ the terms and conditions on which the reserve 
candidate would be appointed.

Once the PCC has notified the PCP of their preferred 
candidate, the PCP must review the proposed 
appointment and hold a confirmation hearing.  
A confirmation hearing is a meeting of the PCP, held in 
public, at which the preferred candidate is requested to 
appear for the purpose of answering questions relating 
to the appointment from members of the PCP.

The candidate does not need to attend in person, 
but can participate in the proceedings by any means 
that enable the person to hear and be heard in those 
proceedings as they happen.

After the confirmation hearing, the PCP must make a 
report to the PCC on the proposed appointment which 
includes a recommendation as to whether or not the 
candidate should be appointed. This report must be 
submitted to the PCC within a three-week period from 
the date the PCP receives notification from the PCC 
of the proposed appointment. The PCP is required to 
publish its report.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/schedule/8/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/38/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/38/enacted
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3.2. Veto the appointment of a chief constable

There is no statutory list of reasons why the PCP 
may veto the appointment of a CC, however, the 
requirements and process that must be followed 
are set out in the Police and Crime Panels 
(Precepts and Chief Constable Appointments) 
Regulations 2012 Part 3 Regulations 9 and 10.

Vetoing the appointment of a CC can only occur when 
the following two criteria apply:

 ¡ at least two thirds of the PCP at the time the 
decision is made must vote to veto the appointment 

 ¡ the power of veto only applies during the period 
of three weeks, beginning with the day on which 
the PCP receives notification from the PCC of the 
proposed appointment.

The stages and actions involved should the PCP veto 
the PCC’s preferred candidate are:

 ¡ the PCP must include in their report a statement 
explaining that the preferred candidate has been 
vetoed and the PCC cannot appoint the candidate 

 ¡ the PCC is then required to inform the PCP of their 
reserve candidate (see 3.1 above)

 ¡ the PCP must then undertake a further confirmation 
hearing to consider the PCC’s proposed reserve 
candidate – the same process for considering this 
candidate and reporting to the PCC applies in these 
instances 

 ¡ the subsequent report produced by the PCP should 
include a recommendation as to whether or not the 
candidate should be appointed – the PCP is required 
to publish this report

 ¡ the PCP has no power to veto the reserve candidate 
and the PCC can appoint them, regardless of the 
recommendation.

The PCP’s power to veto a candidate only applies to 
one particular appointment process. Therefore, should 
the same candidate apply again for a subsequent 
position, this would be a fresh appointment process 
and, if the PCC put forward the same candidate again, 
the PCP would have the option to deploy their veto 
again, if that was their decision.

Once the appointment and confirmation is finalised, 
the PCC should publicise the details.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/2271/contents/made
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3.3. Chief constable – appointing chief officers

The CC should identify the candidate who most closely 
meets the agreed assessment criteria, incorporating 
the recommendations of the appointments panel. In 
line with the Police Reform and Social Responsibility 
Act 2011, the CC must consult the PCC regarding the 
proposed appointment.  

The relationship between the PCC and CC is 
collaborative and where differences in opinion occur 
regarding the proposed chief officer appointment 
these should be discussed and resolved locally 
between the PCC and CC.  Professional advice may 
be offered by HMICFRS. However the CC is ultimately 
responsible for the appointment of chief officers and 
the PCC does not have the power to veto the candidate 
the chief constable proposes.  The guidance for this is 
set out in the Policing Protocol Order 2011.
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3.4. Exercising the functions of a chief constable

Outside London
Section 41 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 provides:

 ¡ a DCC may exercise or perform any or all of the functions of the CC during 
any period when the CC is unable to exercise functions, or at any time with 
the consent of the CC

 ¡ the CC must designate an ACC to exercise the functions of the CC, in 
circumstances where the CC and DCC are unable to do so

There may be circumstances in which these provisions cannot be applied; in 
these instances it is advised that further advice and guidance is sought from 
the College of Policing and the Home Office.

London
City of London Police
Please refer to the City of London Police Act 1839 regarding exercising the 
functions of the commissioner of the City of London Police.

Metropolitan Police Service
Section 44 and section 45 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 
2011 provides: 

 ¡ the DC may exercise any or all of the powers and duties of the 
Commissioner during any absence, incapacity, suspension or vacancy, or 
with consent, of the Commissioner.  Any period exceeding three months will 
require the consent of the Home Secretary.

 ¡ an AC may exercise any of the powers and duties of the Commissioner 
with the consent of the Commissioner. The Commissioner should give this 
consent to an AC as part of routine MPS leadership contingency planning.

Guidance on temporary DCC and ACC appointments
There is no requirement for an individual to have 
satisfactorily completed Senior PNAC or the SCC 
before being temporarily promoted or otherwise 
required to perform the duties at a rank higher than 
that of Chief Superintendent, but below that of CC. 
There are also no similar provisions in legislation on 
the exercising of functions at DCC or ACC level.   

In cases where it may be operationally appropriate 
(e.g. due to a DCC exercising the functions of a CC) to 
temporarily promote an individual to a DCC or ACC 
position forces should be fairly and openly selecting 
appropriately qualified individuals from the widest 
possible talent pool. 

Therefore, although temporary appointments may 
sometimes be required, the substantive position 
should be made subject to open competition at the 
earliest opportunity.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/41/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/44/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2011/13/section/45/enacted
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4. Post-appointment

The College of Policing is responsible for supporting 
the development of its members and, in view of this, has 
introduced the PEQF as a means of providing officers and staff 
at all ranks the opportunity to gain academic recognition for 
their skills, police training and practical experience. This section 
considers the immediate and long-term post-appointment 
activities that can be undertaken to promote and support 
the ongoing professional and personal development of chief 
officers in the UK police service.  

http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Learning/Policing-Education-Qualifications-Framework/Pages/Policing-Education-Qualifications-Framework.aspx
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4.1. Overview

With regards to a newly appointed chief officer, 
the PCC/CC can begin promoting professional 
development immediately by engaging with key 
post-appointment activities such as providing a 
formal induction program and planning continuing 
professional development (CPD) activities. The aim 
of this section is not to suggest a one size fits all 
approach to induction and CPD. Every force should 
take the lead in designing and delivering the post-
appointment activities that reflect the challenges and 
needs of their force and community. 

The purpose of undertaking post-appointment activities 
is to provide the newly appointed chief officer with 
early and ongoing support, guidance and learning 
required to embed them into their new role, force and 
region. This will also help officers and staff identify what 
learning and training they have completed that can be 
accredited and contribute to progress in the PEQF.

The College of Policing has developed a 
standardised national framework for the 
accreditation of prior learning gained from 
experience and training thereby providing a 
minimum credit level and value for specific 
skills and training.  The Recognition of Prior 
Experience and Learning (RPL) process is a way of 
recognising the learning an individual has gained 
through skills and experience and helping them 
to access academic qualifications. The process 
could be used by forces and individuals. Further 
information on how to use RPL can be found on 
the College of Policing website.

There are a variety of ways a PCC/CC can promote 
ongoing learning and development. For the purpose 
of this guidance, however, a focus has been given to 
planning induction and CPD activities. This is because 
induction planning should happen immediately 
following appointment and may be something a PCC/
CC could consider when designing and delivering their 
selection process. 

https://profdev.college.police.uk/recognition-prior-experience-learning/information-and-guidance/guidance-for-forces/
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4.2. Induction planning

An induction process ensures that any appointee 
is able to successfully engage with the team and 
force and effectively fulfil the role requirements. 
There are benefits to this for employer and 
employee. For the employer, an effective induction 
may help improve the organisation-person fit 
and productivity. For the employee, an effective 
induction is likely to assist in developing new 
working relationships and clearly define their role 
and responsibilities, allowing a new chief officer to 
reach their full potential in their new position.  

An induction programme should focus on the role, 
force and local region and could include: 

 ¡ a clear outline of the job role, core responsibilities 
and an explanation of force specific policies  
and strategies 

 ¡ organisational overview outlining to the new chief 
officer where they fit in the existing chief officer 
team and wider force, as well as informing them of 
how they and their role are expected to align with 
the organisation’s strategies and goals – this could 
be achieved through one-to-one meetings with 
senior colleagues and group meetings with the 
teams they will be leading 

 ¡ meeting officers from current force collaborations

 ¡ meeting external/local stakeholders such as  
fire and ambulance service representatives, 
community group leaders, local politicians and 
government officials 

 ¡ an awareness of learning and development 
opportunities available in the organisation and how 
to access these 

 ¡ engaging with a learning and development or 
HR professional to begin creating a personalised 
development plan – the PCC or CC should be 
involved in the initial development and undertake 
regular reviews to ensure that appropriate time and 
opportunity has been given to the new chief officer 

 ¡ an understanding of the organisation’s culture and 
values – this would need to consider an outline of 
how the culture and values were developed and if/
how they are to develop, how these are promoted 
throughout the organisation. 
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4.3. Continuing professional development

The College of Policing defines CPD as ‘a range 
of learning activities through which you can 
maintain or enhance your capacity to practice 
legally, safely, ethically and effectively’.

The College has developed a CPD model and toolkit 
which aim to support everyone in policing in making 
the best possible decisions and gaining recognition for 
their skills and knowledge so that they can provide the 
best service to the public. While this section focusses 
on CPD, there are multiple ways in which a chief officer 
can engage with professional development throughout 
their career. Further information outlining how to 
plan, manage and review professional development 
throughout an individual’s career is available on the 
College of Policing website. 

Newly appointed chief officers must understand the 
importance of their part in promoting CPD by acting 
as a role model for the rest of the force. This can 
start with an initial CPD planning session to identify 
their personal and professional goals and consider 
how these can support delivering force objectives. 
The newly appointed chief officer should also be 
made aware of and provided with the opportunity to 
engage with the following activities throughout their 
appointment:

 ¡ e-learning 

 ¡ placement and secondments opportunities 

 ¡ input from senior police leaders

 ¡ peer reviews

 ¡ building effective collaborations

 ¡ attendance at formal training courses and 
conferences 

 ¡ 360 feedback.

During the initial CPD planning meeting, additional 
queries should be discussed and confirmed, including: 

 ¡ how an officer’s CPD will be monitored and by who

 ¡ how their achievements and progress will be 
advertised to the wider force 

 ¡ how the newly appointed chief officer will engage 
the teams they are leading in similar CPD and 
professional development activities during their 
appointment.

The College has also developed a toolkit of resources 
including CPD recording tools, case studies and 
research. A newly appointed chief officer should 
have access to this information in order to effectively 
monitor and build on CPD activity undertaken 
throughout their appointment. This toolkit and further 
information and guidance relating specifically to 
CPD for chief officers can be found on the College of 
Policing website. 

http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/professional-development-programme/Pages/Continuing-professional-development.aspx
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/professional-development-programme/Pages/Continuing-professional-development.aspx
http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Development/professional-development-programme/Pages/Continuing-professional-development.aspx
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4.4. Overseas appointments

If an applicant from an approved overseas force and 
rank is appointed to the position of CC in a UK police 
force, this would be on the basis that they have the 
relevant experience and competence to perform at the 
rank. There is learning specific to UK policing, however, 
that an overseas candidate may be required to 
undertake – what specific learning is required is likely 
to vary between candidates. 

The PCC is required to ensure that a tailored 
development plan is established to support an 
overseas CC during the initial stages of their 
appointment. A development plan should be 
confirmed prior to the appointee taking up the position 
as CC.

The College is currently undertaking work to identify 
the knowledge and learning specific to UK policing 
which will inform the content of the development plan, 
should an overseas applicant be appointed as CC in a 
UK police force.  An amendment to this guidance will 
be made once the learning specific to UK policing has 
been confirmed.
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4.5. Home Office post-service standards

The standards outlined below are to be 
considered for inclusion when appointing a chief 
officer and recruiting PCCs/CCs may wish to 
discuss them with a new appointee to ensure all 
aspects of the appointment process are open and 
transparent to all those involved.

The Home Office has provided the following 
background and advice regarding the post-service 
standards currently being developed:

“Lord Leveson’s Report into the ‘Culture, Practices and 
Ethics of the Press recommended that consideration 
be given to whether limits should be placed upon the 
nature of any employment of chief officers within or by 
the media post-service (Recommendation 80).   

In response to a request from the Minister for 
Policing, the National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC), 

the Chief Police Officers Staff Association (CPOSA), 
the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners 
(APPC) and the Association of Policing and Crime 
Chief Executives (APACE) have worked with Home 
Office officials to develop and consult on a new system 
for approving any post-service employment for chief 
officers, which is akin to the Business Appointment 
Rules used by the Civil Service. The new system 
supports integrity and transparency, by capturing 
information on all post-service employment taken up 
by chief officers, within 12 months of them leaving the 
force. When former chief officers make a notification 
of post-service employment, the PCC (in the case of 
chief constables) or chief constable (for other chief 
officer ranks) will make a recommendation on whether 
the proposed employment is suitable and whether any 
conditions should be attached.”

Guidance on chief officers’ post employment standards 
can be found here

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/chief-officers-post-service-employment
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Appendix A – Approved overseas police forces 
and ranks 
 
 

Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Australia

Australian Federal Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

New South Wales Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Senior Assistant Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Northern Territory Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Queensland Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

South Australia Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Tasmania Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Victoria Police Chief Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Western Australia Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Canada

Royal Canadian Mounted Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Ontario Provincial Police Force Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner

Calgary Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Durham Regional Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Edmonton Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Hamilton Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Ottawa Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Peel Regional Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Toronto Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Vancouver Police Chief Constable
Deputy Chief Constable

Winnipeg Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Waterloo Regional Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

York Regional Police Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

New Zealand

New Zealand Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

United States of America (USA) – USA State Police

Alabama Dept. of Public Safety Colonel/Director
Lieutenant Colonel/Assistant Director

Arizona Dept. of Public Safety Colonel/Director 
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Director/Lieutenant Colonel/Assistant Director.

California Highway Patrol Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner

Connecticut State Police Colonel/Commander
Lieutenant Colonel.

Florida Highway Patrol Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Superintendent.

Georgia Dept. of Public Safety Colonel/Commissioner
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Commissioner.

Illinois State Police Director
First Deputy Director
Colonel

Indiana State Police Superintendent
Colonel 
Lieutenant Colonel
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Kentucky State Police Colonel/Commissioner
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Commissioner

Maryland State Police Colonel/Superintendent
Lieutenant Colonel

Massachusetts State Police Colonel/Superintendent
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Superintendent.

Michigan State Police Colonel/Director 
Lieutenant Colonel

Missouri State Highway Patrol Colonel/Superintendent
Lieutenant Colonel / Assistant Superintendent

New Jersey State Police Colonel/Superintendent
Lieutenant Colonel

New York State Police Superintendent
First Deputy
Deputy Superintendent/Colonel
Assistant Deputy Superintendent/ Lieutenant Colonel

North Carolina State Highway Patrol Colonel
Lieutenant Colonel

Ohio State Highway Patrol Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Oklahoma Dept. of Public Safety Colonel/Commissioner
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Commissioner

Pennsylvania State Police Colonel/Commander
Lieutenant Colonel

South Carolina Highway Patrol Commissioner
Deputy/Assistant Commissioner
Colonel of Tennessee Highway Patrol, Lieutenant Colonel

Tennessee Dept. of Safety Colonel/Director
Lieutenant Colonel/Dep Director
Assistant Director

Texas Department of Public Safety Colonel/Superintendent
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Superintendent.

Virginia State Police Colonel/Superintendent
Lieutenant Colonel/Deputy Superintendent.

Washington State Patrol Chief
Deputy Chief
Assistant Chief

USA Local Police

Albuquerque Police Department (NM) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Atlanta Police Department (GA) Chief of Police, Deputy Chief

Austin Police Department (TX) Police Chief
Assistant Chief

Baltimore County Police Department (MD) Chief of Police
Colonel

Baltimore Police Department (MD) Police Commissioner
Deputy Police Commissioner
Colonel

Birmingham Police Department (AL) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Boston Police Department (MA) Commissioner
Superintendent in Chief
Superintendent

Buffalo Police Department (NY) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Charlotte - Mecklenburg Police Department (NC) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Chicago Police Department (IL) Superintendent
First Deputy Superintendent
Chief (Assistant Superintendent)
Deputy Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Cincinnati Police Department (OH) Police Chief
Executive Assistant Chief
Assistant Chief (Lieutenant Colonel)

Cleveland Police Department (OH) Chief
Deputy Chief

Columbus Police Department (OH) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Dallas Police Department (TX) Chief of Police
First Assistant Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

DeKalb County Police Department (GA) Chief
Deputy Chief
Assistant Chief

Denver Police Department (CO) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Detroit Police Department (MI) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

El Paso Police Department (TX) Chief
Assistant Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Fairfax County Police Department (VA) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief of Police

Fresno Police Department (CA) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Fort Worth Police Department (TX) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

Honolulu Police Department (HI) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
Assistant Chief

Houston Police Department (TX) Chief
Executive Assistant Chief
Assistant Chief

Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department (IN) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

Jersey City Police Department (NJ) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Kansas City Police Department (MO) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (NV) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

Long Beach Police Department (CA) Chief
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

Los Angeles Police Department (CA) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief (Police Deputy Chief II)
Deputy Chief I

Louisville Metropolitan Police Department (KY) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police

Memphis Police Department (TN) Director
Deputy Director
Deputy Chief

Mesa Police Department (AZ) Chief
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

Miami-Dade County Police Department (FL) Director/Sheriff
Assistant Director
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Miami Police Department (FL) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police

Milwaukee Police Department (WI) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police

Minneapolis Police Department (MN) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

Montgomery County Police Department (MD) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police

Nashville Metro Police Department (TN) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Nassau County Police Department (NY) Police Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Assistant Commissioner
Chief of Department

Newark Police Department (NJ) Police Director
Chief of Police
Deputy Director
Deputy Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

New York City Police Department (NY) Police Commissioner
First Deputy Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
Chief of Department

Norfolk Police Department (VA) Chief
Senior Assistant Chief
Assistant Chief

Oakland Police Department (CA) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Oklahoma City Police Department  (OK) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Orlando Police Department (FL) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief of Police

Philadelphia Police Department (PA) Commissioner
First Deputy Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner

Phoenix Police Department (AZ) Chief of Police 
Executive Assistant Chief
Assistant Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Pittsburgh Police Department (PA) Chief of Department
Deputy Chief
Assistant Chief

Portland Police Bureau (OR) Chief of Police 
Assistant Chief

Prince George’s County Police Department (MD) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Richmond Police Department (VA) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

San Antonio Police Department (TX) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
Deputy Chief

San Diego Police Department (CA) Chief
Executive Assistant Chief
Assistant Chief

San Francisco Police Department (CA) Chief
Deputy Chief

San Jose Police Department (CA) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Seattle Police Department (WA) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
Assistant Chief

St. Louis County Police Department (MO) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department (MO) Chief of Police
Lieutenant Colonel

Suffolk County Police Department (NY) Police Commissioner
Chief of Department

Tampa Police Department (FL) Chief of Police, Assistant Chief

Tucson Police Department (AZ) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief
Assistant Chief

Tulsa Police Department (OK) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Virginia Beach Police Department (VA) Chief of Police
Deputy Chief

Washington Metropolitan Police Department (DC) Chief of Police
Assistant Chief
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

USA Sheriff’s Offices

Alameda County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

Broward County (FL) Sheriff 
Under Sheriff

Cook County (IL) Sheriff/Chief of Police
First Deputy Chief
Deputy Chief

Harris County (TX) Sheriff
Chief Deputy

Hillsborough County (FL) Sheriff
Chief Deputy

Jacksonville-Duval County (FL) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Director

Los Angeles County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

Maricopa County (AZ) Sheriff
Deputy Chief
Chief Deputy

Oakland County (MI) Sheriff
Under Sheriff

Orange County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

Orange County (FL) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Chief Deputy

Palm Beach County (FL) Sheriff
Chief Deputy

Pinellas County (FL) Sheriff
Chief Deputy

Riverside County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

Sacramento County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Chief Deputy
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Approved overseas police force Approved ranks

San Bernardino County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

San Diego County (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

San Francisco (CA) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

Ventura County (CA) Sheriff
Assistant Sheriff

Wayne County (MI) Sheriff
Under Sheriff
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Appendix B – Assessment criteria questionnaire

When developing the role profile and assessment criteria, 
it is preferable to meet with subject matter experts and 
stakeholders in person. An alternative, however, is to use 
a questionnaire that can be completed independently 
and returned for consideration. This template provides an 
explanation of the benefits and aims of undertaking this 
type of activity and considers the content/design of the 
questionnaire. PCCs and CCs are encouraged to consider 
questions relevant to their force and role when developing 
their own questionnaire. The questionnaire can also be used 
as an introductory task when meeting with stakeholders 
face-to-face.
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Aims and benefits (this explanation can be used as an 
introduction to the questionnaire when forwarded to 
the relevant subject matter experts and stakeholders)
In order to develop a selection process that accurately 
reflects local needs and priorities and can identify the 
right candidate for the promotion, it is essential to 
thoroughly research the role.   

The aim of this questionnaire is to enable all 
stakeholders to have an input into the selection 
process and to assist in prioritising the skills, 
competencies and values that are more and less 
critical for effective performance in this particular 
chief officer vacancy. The information gained will be 
used to develop the assessment criteria but can also 
contribute to the development of a role profile as 
responses will be analysed to identify the common 
and unique tasks and responsibilities a chief officer is 
expected to undertake. In addition, the information 
gained can also be used to inform the development of 
assessment materials that accurately reflect what the 
successful candidate will be doing in the role.

Design 
The questionnaire should consider the competencies, 
values, experience and responsibilities of a chief officer. 
Respondents can then be asked to rate each of these 
in terms of importance and frequency to identify what 
are the essential requirements. Examples of these 
rating scales are:

Importance

Very 
important Important Neither Unimportant Very

unimportant

5 4 3 2 1

Frequency

Very
frequent Frequent

Neither 
frequent nor 

infrequent
Infrequent Very

infrequent

5 4 3 2 1

An example of a question considering the importance 
and frequency of the competencies and values 
identified in the CVF is:

You will require a copy of the Competency and Values 
Framework to refer to when completing the next two 
sections. You should read the full definitions of each 
competency and value before rating them in terms of 
their importance and the frequency with which they 
will be required in the role:

Competencies Importance Frequency

Emotionally aware

Take ownership

Collaborative

Deliver, support, inspire

Analyse critically

Innovative and open-minded
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Values Importance Frequency

Impartiality

Integrity

Public service

Transparency

The following are example questions only that consider 
possible activities and skills likely to be required of 
a chief officer. A force is encouraged to amend these 
questions to reflect their specific organisational needs, 
challenges and priorities:

Strategic objectives Importance Frequency

Delivering financial savings

Managing rapid and ongoing change 
programmes

Sustaining collaborations and identifying 
opportunities for new partnerships

Leadership Importance Frequency

Communicating a clear strategic 
direction for the organisation

Setting the standards and values of the 
organisation

Developing and motivating the chief 
officer team

Developing wellbeing initiatives

Engaging in coaching and mentoring 

Overview of recruitment and promotion 
processes

Learning and professional development Importance Frequency

Lead on learning and development for 
the organisation across all levels/ranks

Create a culture of empowerment and 
motivation to support staff in achieving 
their full potential and organisational 
goals.
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Appendix C – Shortlisting – individual scoring sheet

You should complete this stage independently from other assessors present. You should read the 
candidate’s application form and, using the assessment method and rating scale applied, award a rating 
against each assessment criterion. Then, in view of this evidence, make a recommendation regarding each 
candidate’s eligibility to progress in the selection process.

Assessor name: Date:

Candidate name
Application form – questions marks

Overall score Recommended Comments
1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix D – Shortlisting panel agreed scores

This should be completed as the appointment panel members are discussing their individual ratings to 
record the agreed ratings and decisions reached. This creates a clear audit of all the ratings and decisions 
made and how the final decision has been reached.

Panel’s agreed rating

Candidate name
Application form – questions agreed marks

Overall agreed 
score

Panel’s agreed final 
recommendation – progress  

to assessment
(yes/no)1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix E – Rating scale

The example below is a five-point rating scale. PCCs/CCs 
should consider the number of points to include on a rating 
scale in view of their assessment criteria and the activity 
the scale will be used to assess. Using a standardised rating 
scale enables transparent and consistent assessment of all 
candidates throughout a selection process.
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Rating Definition

1 Exceptional 
The candidate has provided substantial evidence that directly relates to the criteria being assessed. The evidence clearly explains their role 
and what they did in relation to the questions asked/aim of the task. 

2 Very high 
The candidate has provided evidence that relates to the criteria being assessed. The evidence explains their role and what they did in relation 
to the questions asked/aim of the task.

3 High
The candidate has provided evidence that mostly relates to the criteria being assessed. In the main the evidence explains their role and what 
they did in relation to some of the questions asked/they have met some of the aims of the task.

4 Medium
The candidate has provided acceptable evidence that relates to some of the criteria being assessed. The evidence may explain their role and 
what they did in relation to some of the questions asked/aim of the task, but this may not be clear. 

5 Low
The candidate has provided little or no evidence that relates to the criteria being assessed. The evidence does not clearly explain their role 
and what they did in relation to the questions asked/aim of the task. 
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